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Spectabilis! Dear Colleagues! Ladies and Gentlemen!

"Be wise as serpents and innocent as doves" (Mt 10,16) - this counsel Jesus has given his

disciples on their respective ways, when sending them out. Wisdom is at an university =

especially in its faculty of Evangelical (Protestant) Theology - highly appreciated, surely much

more than the purity of the hearts. The Greek word Qthronesis), which is used in this saying of

Jesus, expresses a special form of wisdom. In classical Greek philosophy this is the intellectual

and emotional wisdom, which a person needs in the manifold and complex situations of life.

The wisdom of the serpents, which Jesus recommends his disciples, is the prudence, which has

to be testified in the manifold situations, constellations and conflicts of everyday life. Academic

theology aims in its teaching as well to such prudence. It is the highest praise of a theologian,

if him or her such prudence and theological power ofjudgement is attested, saying, that he or

she is competent to think and judge in the various situations of life in a theological way.

The Faculty of Evangelical (Protestant) Theology of the Westf?ilische Wilhelms-Universitiit

Mrinster today awards an honorary doctorate to a theologian of high power of theological

judgement: Dr. Munib Younan from Jerusalem, bishop of the Evangelical-Lutheran church of

Jordan and the Holy Land, whom I may now introduce to you.

Munib Younan was born in 1950 in Jerusalem. After 1948 his parents have been Palestinian

refugees and were never allowed to return to their homes. Born as a refugee he still today holds

a United Nations Relief and Works Agency (LTNWRA) refugee card, identiffing with the

millions of Palestinian refusees.

After completing school in Palestine, Munib Younan studied diaconical ministry in Jiirvenpiiii

in Finland (1969-72) and then theology at the University of Helsinki (1972-76). His thesis for

a master's degree in theology was on "Election in Deutero Isaiah". Later he did post-graduate

studies in 1988 in Chicaeo.

In l976,Munib Younan was ordained at the Lutheran Church of the Redeemer in Jerusalem as

a pastor of the Evangelical-Lutheran Church in Jordan and in the Holy Land.In this church



\he served in various positions. In 1998, he was elected bishop of this church. In 2010, Munib

Younan was elected as president of the Lutheran World Federationin Geneva: an office which

he holds beside his office as bishop in Jerusalem.

The professional life and the theological existence of Munib Younan is characterized by the

problems and conflicts of his Palestinian people, which we all are aware ol and which

determine the life of an Palestinian.

At the same time, he is within his people, but as well in the whole region of the Middle East,

as an evangelical Christian and theologian part of a very little religious minority, which we

tend to overlook in our concentration on the general political climate.

We can learn from Munib Younan's theological existence, that it is not necessary to represent

majorities for a theological reflected work in church and society. Much more are prudence and

veracity (purity of the heart) the decisive factors to have an impact on a society and on politics,

even it comes from a minority position.

Munib Younan has tried and is trying to have such an impact on the churches, religions and

societies in the Middle East in more than one respect. Three areas of his enduring activities for

reconciliation I want to mention.

L Ecumenicallyhe was and is strongly engaged in the Middle East Council of Churches, which

is the main ecumenical board in the region. He was co-fonder of the Fellowship of the Middle

East Evangelical churcftes - following the paradigm of the Community of Protestant Churches

in Europe - and he presided for some years this fellowship. In this position he tried to strengthen

an Protestant voice in the discourses in the Middle East. In this context he was successfully

stimulating Reformed and Lutheran Christians to unite and cooperate; as well he campaigned

successfully for the invention of female ordination in the member churches of the Fellowship

of the Middle East Evangelical churches.

2. Interreligiously Munib Younan is intensively involved in the dialogues of religions in the

region. l982he was co-founding the Al-Liqa' Centerfor Religious Studies in Jerusalem.Later

on he has initiated some long-running informal inteneligious dialogues providing space for

joint reflection by local Christians and Jews. Munib Younan as well is founding member of the

Council for Religious Institutions in the Holy Land, an organisation of interreligious trialogue

of leaders of Christian, Jewish and Muslim communities.



3. Impressive are the activities ofthe Evangelical-Lutheran church overseen by Bishop Younan

on the field of education. Since Philipp Melanchthon Protestant Christianity has always seen

education of all young people to be the key element for the development of churches and

societies, but as well for reconciliation and peace. In this tradition the Evangelical-Lutheran

church in Jordan and the Holy Land runs, with financial support from Germany, some

excellent schools in Palestine, in whioh Christian and Muslim Children are jointly educated.

Munib Younan published some of his many texts in two volumes, which are worth reading:

2003 the volume Witnessingfor Peace. In Jerusalem and the World and2}l2,thevolume Our

Shared Wtness. A Voice for Justice and Reconciliation.

The texts in these two volumes give witness of Munib Younan's power of theological

judgement in respect to various situations and conflicts.

The two concepts in the subtitle of the second volume "Justice" and "Reconciliation"

characterize the theological progranlme of Munib Younan. In the conflicts of the Middle East

there can be no reconciliation without justice and no justice without reconciliation. Especially

in respect to the massive conflicts in the Middle East and in Palestine the pleas of Munib

Younan, reflecting Martin Luther's theology, for reconciliation in an extremely disunited and

divided world are powerful and concrete.

In these texts it becomes clear, that Bishop Younan sees his church governing office to be a

duty to society as well. He tries to assert his reflected theological insights and understandings

within the public discourses in the societies and chwches. In such a way he acts - not by force,

but only with the power of the word - in a region full of deep conflicts as a reconciling bridge

builder between religions and peoples.

The centre of these activities is the Evangelical understanding of the fundamental relevance of

forgiveness for human cooperation and living together. In forgiving each other on the basis of

a serious striving for justice faith in the unconditional graceful and merciful God becomes real

in a region full of conflicts.

With all his activities and his teaching Munib Younan keeps an evangelical voice based on the

theology of the Reformation present in the Middle East. Traditionally there are not many

Protestant Christians in the Middle East. For decades Protestant Christians, like other

Christians, left the Middle East, because they can not see there any future for themselves and



\

their families. In a time, in which we praise cultural and religious diversity and promote more

religious plurality in Germany and Europe we silently accept the reduction of such diversity

andplurality in the Middle East. The Arab spring and the following conflicts, like currerflyir

Syria or in Irak, have made us aware again of the existence of Christians in the whole region.

I am happy, that among them are as well some Protestant Christians. Within the difficult

conditions of life and all the conflicts in the region Munib Younan, together with others, works

for justice and reconciliation on the basis of non-violence by principle. Actively he contributes

to ecumenical and interreligious reconciliation in fostering the dialogue and cooperation of

denominations and relisions.

In a theological perspective nothing more than the power of theological judgement is required

for a theologian in such situations of life full of conflict, based on wisdom and purity of the

heart.

Protestant theology always again has emphasised, that theology is not only an academic matter

at universities, but a practice and a habit practised in church and society, and, indeed, may there

come to its final purpose. In the concreteness and complexity of practical life it is essential to

relate reasonably justice and reconciliation and to distinguish law and gospel in the right way.

In the texts of Munib Younan we can study this theological artin a brilliant way. In this Munib

Younan comes close to the ideal of a prince of the church, which Friedrich Schleiermacher 200

years ago described and characterised as follows:

"If we imagine religious interest and intellectual (scholarly) spirit being united in the extreme

and in perfect balance in theory and practice, then we have the idea of a prince of the church:

Denkt man sich religitises Interesse und wissenschaftlichen Geist im hochsten Grade und im

mdglichsten Gleichgewicht in Theorie und Ausiibung vereint: so ist dies die Idee eines

Kirchenfiirsten" (KD $ 11).

The intellectual, scholarly spirit, which is united with the religious interest, finds in Munib

Younan a very specific fonn. This spirit articulates itself not in designing new theories or in

the pure increase of our leamed knowledge, but in the specific form of wisdom, prudence,

which we need in all the various and diverse concrete situations and conflicts of life. And it is

this prudence and power of theological judgement shown by Munib Younan in the various

fields of his public activities which desere cerlainly a theological doctorate.


